
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE CODING FINAL EXAM - 11 February 2024 
 
1. The CODING Final exam will be held on 11 February (Sunday), at 11:00 a.m. in your local time. 

2. If there are multiple time zones in your country, check from the link below to determine at which city’s time the 
exam will start.

https://stemolympiad.org/documents/STEM_FINAL_TIMETABLE.pdf

2. Zoom connection is absolutely necessary, and the camera must be on. If you do not have an internal camera 
on your computer, you can use your mobile phone as an external camera. First, access your STEM student panel 
using your mobile phone and connect to Zoom. Then, re-access your STEM student panel using your main device 
(computer) and click the ‘START Coding’ button.”

3. Access to the Coding Exam is only possible through the STEM Student Panel. You will be redirected to the 
CODEMENTUM panel after clicking the START CODING button.

3. If you have a second and personal account in the Codementum portal, please remember to log out of this 
account before starting the exam.

4. Do not try to log in through Codementum’s website during the exam.

5. There are a total of 30 challenges to complete.

6. The duration of the exam is 60 minutes 
 
7. Evaluation will be made according to the following criteria:  
- Completed Challenges 
- Total Point 
- Total Star 
- Time spent

8. If you accidentally close the window or leave the platform due to a technical issue (such as a power or internet 
outage), you can log in again through your STEM Student Panel and continue where you left off. However, the time 
will continue to pass. 

9. Please fill out the HELP DESK form immediately via the homepage if you are having trouble entering the STEM or 
CODEMENTUM portal on the exam day due to email or password issues. Kindly be advised that Codementum bears 
no responsibility for any issues related to accessing your student account.

10. Capturing images of challenges within the Codementum portal and sharing them is strictly prohibited.

11. If you want to be among the first to learn the top 10 students in each grade, follow our social media accounts! 
 

 
 
GOOD LUCK IN THE EXAMS!

stemolympiadorg
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